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- Shu-Chen Li (Dresden TU, DE)
- Matthias Mehl (University of Arizona, US)
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- Ute Bayen (University of Dusseldorf)
- Jasmin Brunner (University of Zurich, CH)
- Elena Carbone (University of Padua, IT)
- Chloé Da Silva Coelho (University of Geneva, CH)
- Olena Dworakowski (University of Zurich, CH)
- Christian Füllgrabe (University College London, UK)
- Wei-Hsiang Lin (Swiss Federal Institute of Technology, CH)
- Dario Gordillo (Swiss Federal Institute of Technology, CH)
- Maximilian Haas (University of Geneva, CH)
- Alexandra Hering (Tilburg University, NL)
- Andrea Horn (University of Zurich, CH)
- Sebastian Horn (University of Zurich, CH)
- Emilie Joly-Burra (University of Geneva, CH)
- Matthias Kiegle (University of Geneva, CH)
- Beatrice Kuhlmann (University of Mannheim, DE)
- Gianvito Laera (University of Geneva, CH)
- Chankia Lampraki (University of Lausanne, CH)
- Gianvito Laera (University of Geneva, CH)
- Weiss Hsiang Lin (University College London, UK)
- Wei-Hsiang Lin (University College London, UK)
- Christian Füllgrabe (University College London, UK)

POSTERS
SESSION A
Jasmin Brummer
Adult-age differences in value-based selective memory - A motivational perspective
Wei-Hsiang Lin
Ageing and reinforcement learning
Igor Matias
Providemus alz: Giving the power to foresee Alzheimer’s disease effortlessly
Marta Menéndez Granda
Can incentives improve prospective memory in healthy older adults?
Mariela Mihaylova
Does retrieval practice protect memory against test anxiety?
Nadine Schmidt
The interplay between attentional control, prospective memory and their neural correlates in older age
SESSION B
Elena Carbone
The new Current and Retrospective Cognitive Reserve (2CR) Survey and its relationship with crystallized and fluid intelligence and mood
Dario Gordillo
Do we really measure what we believe we are measuring in ageing research?
Gianvito Laera
A meta-analysis on age-related differences in time-based prospective memory and time monitoring
Charikleia Lampraki
Status and change of coping strategies as predictors of depressive symptoms during the second COVID-19 pandemic wave
Anahita Mehrpour
Elderly health behaviors in the time of crisis: Social and structural determinants in French-speaking Switzerland
Maria Nygaard
A qualitative investigation into prospective memory errors and strategy use in aging
Maud Wieczorek
Can social network compensate challenges related to insufficient health literacy?
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